spectrum lounge
Designed by Jeffrey Bernett and Nicholas Dodziuk for Studio TK, the Spectrum™ lounge series meets traditional office needs but also covers new ground in planning, problem-solving and aesthetics.

The Spectrum sofa divides space and defines zones with the ability to run for an infinite span. Individual pieces can also be configured to create islands. The end armrests support tablets and laptops, while loose armrests flip to reveal a hard surface for writing or work tools.

Spectrum’s modularity creates quadrants with the potential to use different fabrics and alternate colors and textures, projecting an aesthetic that ranges from bold and provocative to refined and subtle.

Designer
Jeffrey Bernett & Nicholas Dodziuk
Collection
StudioTK
Typology
Lounge Seating
Year
2013

Fabric & Finishes

Upholstery
Back, seat and welt can be finished in monotone or contrasting fabrics available from Luum; COM/COL

Frame finish
Chrome

Dimensions

Add 30" to width for any additional seats.